
XMT File instructions
TagPrint Pro 4.0



Select FILE  - OPEN and search for a directory with the XMT file.  This can 
also be set as a separate default directory.  In this example, an XMT file 
was named : SOUTHERN_6$DMOSA$HP-SCL$HA-SCL3$CABLIDENT.xmt
I have downloaded the one file we used in with this instruction sheet 
and the build of TPS3 that I just sent you.   Instead, open that file named 
2091009204-001DS2-CO1 DEMO.XMT and follow the same basic 
instructions. 



• When selected, the 
XMT manager appears 
on the screen.   Note 
that the program has 
retrieved all three files.  
The default printer on 
my PC has been 
selected, but the user 
can change to any 
printer for each design.  
There are four print 
jobs, but two are the 
same marker size.



• Click on the printer to 
show a pull down 
menu of valid printer 
drivers that are already 
installed on your PC.  
Select the printer for 
the first design.  In this 
case the double sided 
TrakMark DS printer is 
selected.



• Click on PREVIEW to 
see an individual print 
job within the XMT file.  



• After clicking preview, 
the program will open 
the TABLE and the 
DESIGN and preview 
the print job.  Press 
CLOSE and the TABLE 
and DESIGN also close. 



• The data table is loaded with the 
marker data and is followed by 
columns of the meta-data which 
is used when printing the 
information.  The copies column 
is similar to the normal copies 
column and is displayed with a 
cyan color.  The marker type 
column is displayed in orange.  
Additional columns may be 
included for the standard 
product markers which require 
font and font size metadata to 
properly render the marker. 



• STANDARD MARKERS (code 8):  
Items marked as standard 
product create new designs at 
print time from a label template 
from the labels database (in the 
default family)

• USER DEFINED MARKERS (code 
4): Items marked as user defined 
in the XMT file are expected to 
match a template design (*.dsn3) 
file located within the working 
folder or in the application 
search path.



• Select OPEN ALL IN A 
TABLE to preview or 
print the entire job.



Click CLOSE  The designs and table will not 
automatically close after OPEN ALL IN A TABLE have 
been selected.



• Select PRINT and the 
job will print to the 
selected printer. 



• The program will 
temporarily open the 
Design and Table and 
display the PRINT 
menu.  Print as normal.



• To view the XMT, double click 
on the file name in the open 
XMT manager. 



DESIGN BASED XMT

• Everything we have shown up to this point is TEMPLATE based XMT 
format.  You can also use the XMT format as a DESIGN based system.

• The requires that you create (one time) the design in Tagprint Pro and 
save it to a known directory.   You must then select the path in TPS3 
and save it.   I do not believe Bombardier will use this format, but the 
next two screen describe how to make and save a simple design that 
would be build-in to the XMT file. 



• Create three *.dsn3 files (design files) in Tagprint Pro.  In my case I created a directory named XMT on 
my C: drive and saved the same label with four table fields named as 

• BOM_HX048.dsn3

• BOM_HX064.dsn3

• BOM_HX095.dsn3

• You can use any size marker you want, but just name the files as above because that is how they 
currently show up in the XMT test file named SOUTHERN_6$DMOSA$HP-SCL$HA-
SCL3$CABLIDENT.xmt, which is an test file used to understand the functions of the program.





• Selected FILE – OPTIONS and PATHS and change the new “Search Path” to 
C:\XMT.  This is the valid search path for all designs related to an XMT file.  
You can have more than one search path, just keep adding as many as you 
wish or change the path to something you created. 



Select FILE  - OPEN and search for a directory with the XMT file.  This can 
also be set as a separate default directory.  In this example, an XMT file 
was named : SOUTHERN_6$DMOSA$HP-SCL$HA-SCL3$CABLIDENT.xmt


